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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we investigate how system area networks can
deal with transient and permanent network failures. We design and implement a ﬁrmware–level retransmission scheme
to tolerate transient failures and an on–demand network
mapping scheme to deal with permanent failures. Both
schemes are transparent to applications and are conceptually simple and suitable for low–level implementations,
e.g. in ﬁrmware. We then examine how the retransmission scheme aﬀects system performance and how various
protocol parameters impact system behavior. We analyze
and evaluate system performance by using a real implementation on a state–of–the art cluster and both micro–
benchmarks and real applications from the SPLASH-2 suite.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been a lot of progress in providing
low–latency, high–bandwidth access in commodity clusters
by using system area networks (SANs). These advances in
the interconnection network technology both at the hardware and architectural levels have resulted in eﬃcient SANs [6,
16] and higher, user–level communication protocols [27, 11,
3, 17, 32, 31]. System area networks usually connect high–
end workstations within a computer room or building and
have evolved from the interconnection network technologies
used in parallel systems. They are widely used in commodity clusters, which are currently being deployed in a wide
spectrum of areas, e.g. as replacements to more expensive
parallel computing [5] and storage systems [33]. Despite the
improvements on the performance side, very little work has
been done on tolerating transient and permanent failures
in the SAN interconnects. The underlying assumption is
that transient errors, such as packet corruption, as well as
permanent failures, such as switch errors, are rare events.
As these networks are ﬁnding commercial applications, besides performance, fault tolerance and availability are also
becoming important issues. However, due to cost and complexity reasons, system area networks do not necessarily
provide reliability at the hardware level. Moreover, most
of the recent work in system area networks has not studied
the performance implications of tolerating network errors.
Thus, little is known today about these aspects of SANs,
and especially their commercial versions [18, 6, 16] and the
eﬀects on real applications.
In this paper we investigate how failures can be toler-

ated in system area networks. We demonstrate how modern network interface controllers (NICs), such as Inﬁniband adapters, can incorporate in ﬁrmware a retransmission protocol to tolerate transient network failures and an
on–demand mapping scheme to discover alternate routes
when permanent network failures occur. Our retransmission scheme avoids all copies, has low memory and computational requirements, and imposes low overhead in the
common path. Our on–demand mapping scheme only uncovers paths to nodes where messages need to be sent, and
imposes overhead only when re–mapping is necessary. Both
of these schemes are transparent to any layers above the
network interface in general and to the application layer in
particular.
Besides proposing the above solutions, this work also attempts to answer the following performance–related questions: What is the performance impact associated with providing reliability in ﬁrmware? What is the eﬀect of error
rate on system performance? What are the most important
parameters in the reliability protocol, what is their eﬀect
on application performance, and what values are the best
compromise between fast recovery and low overheads in the
absence of errors?
We implement our schemes on a state–of–the–art cluster of Intel–based PCs with a programmable system area
network. We run both micro–benchmarks and real life applications from the SPLASH–2 shared–memory application
suite. We ﬁnd that: (i) Adding reliable transmission at the
ﬁrmware level increases one–way latency for small messages
by at most 2.1µs for message sizes up to 64 bytes (at most
20% increase) and reduces bandwidth by less than 4% for
all message sizes above 4 KBytes. (ii) Our retransmission
scheme is very robust. Application performance degrades
signiﬁcantly only at very high error rates of 10−3 and upwards. Application performance is practically unaﬀected
with all but these very high error rates. (iii) For the speciﬁc retransmission protocol parameters we ﬁnd that: The
best value to use for the retransmission timer in setups similar to our system is 1ms. Longer timer intervals result in
slower recovery times and shorter timer intervals result in
higher communication overheads. The NIC send queue size
has little eﬀect on applications performance. Queue sizes
of 4 or greater work well in all applications and error rates
that we examine. (iv) Our on–demand dynamic mapping
scheme is orthogonal to the network mapping algorithm
and does not introduce any overhead in the common case.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides the necessary background and discusses related
work. Section 3 describes our experimental platform. Section 4 presents the protocol design. Section 5 discusses our
evaluation methodology. Section 6 presents our results. Finally, Section 7 draws our conclusions.

2.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this work we examine how transient and permanent
network failures can be tolerated in System Area Networks
(SANs). Previous work has examined these problems in
the context of other types of networks, mainly local area
networks (LANs) [30, 28] and parallel interconnection networks [9, 21, 1]. However, existing solutions for other types
of networks are not directly applicable to SANs. Modern
SANs are diﬀerent from both of these types of networks.
Compared to LANs: SANs oﬀer much higher bandwidth
and lower latency. Applications running on SANs are much
more demanding in terms of network resources and are less
tolerant to latencies. SANs typically have smaller diameters
(a few feet) and use source routing rather than store–and–
forward for message exchanges. The error rate in SANs is
lower, resulting in diﬀerent tradeoﬀs. SANs exhibit lower
round–trip latencies and thus require less buﬀering. Compared to parallel interconnection networks, SANs exhibit
the reciprocal behaviors. In addition, SANs support arbitrary topologies and have lower cost.
Research projects in system area networks and user–level
communication systems have taken diﬀerent approaches in
dealing with network errors. The authors in [20] demonstrate the need for providing reliability in lower layers (the
NIC) as opposed to the library or the application level. A
preliminary version of our schemes was presented in [11] in
the context of VMMC–2. However, that work focuses on
support for streaming communication as opposed to tolerating network failures. AM–II [8] provides reliability guarantees similar to our system using acknowledgments and timeouts. However, their approach diﬀers in a number of ways:
The retransmission scheme is implemented at the host (library) level. Timers are managed on a per packet basis.
Sending a packet schedules a timer event, and receiving an
acknowledgment stops the associated timer. In contrast,
we maintain only one timer in our system for all packets.
AM–II provides receiver–side buﬀering combined with negative acknowledgments (NACKs) to provide ﬂow control.
Our scheme does not use NACKs. PM [31] provides ﬂow
control using a modiﬁed ACK/NACK mechanism. In this
scheme, the sender does not free any packets until a positive
acknowledgment is received, and the receiver is free to discard incoming data, i.e. when its buﬀer pool is exhausted.
The sender retransmits upon receiving negative acknowledgments. This protocol guarantees in–order message delivery. However, PM assumes the network to be reliable
and the acknowledgments to always reach their destination.
BIP [15] and FM [27] assume that the underlying network
is reliable and treat network errors as catastrophic. The
authors in [4] present LCI, a Low-level Communication Interface, that supports reliability and multicast. They study
the relationship of communication protocol decomposition
(between the NIC and the host) with application character-

istics. Similar to our work, they ﬁnd that NIC support for
both reliability and multicast performs best for the applications they examine. However, although the overhead of
reliability on small–message latency is similar to our solution, the impact on bandwidth performance is signiﬁcantly
higher. Maximum bandwidth performance in LCI is about
70MBytes/s compared to 120 MBytes/s in our scheme. Finally, in our work we also examine the retransmission protocol characteristics with respect to various system parameters and the network error rate. BDM/Pro [17] provides reliability in the communication library. All sent packets are
retransmitted if the acknowledgments do not arrive within
a certain amount of time. The receiver only acknowledges
groups of N packets as well the last packet of each message. However, BDM/PRO buﬀers data on the host side
rather than on the NIC as in our approach. When packets
must be retransmitted, they are re–DMAed from the host
memory. The Virtual Interface (VI) speciﬁcation [12] deﬁnes three levels of reliability: Unreliable delivery, reliable
delivery, and reliable reception. VI NICs are only required
to support the unreliable delivery mode. Our work shows
that reliability in VI networks can be implemented at the
NIC level with minimal overhead. Similarly, Inﬁniband [18]
speciﬁes reliability levels for diﬀerent types of communication and provides a number of guidelines on how these
should be implemented. In our work we design, implement,
and evaluate a ﬁrmware-level retransmission scheme that
serves as a guide for similar implementations in Inﬁniband
NICs.
Tightly coupled multiprocessors have traditionally implemented reliability at the hardware level. The hardware
scheme used in most Cray systems [9] is the single bit error
correction, double bit error detection (SECDED) scheme.
SECDED is more appropriate for implementation in the
memory controller. SANs usually operate at the PCI bus
level and packet based schemes are more appropriate as
opposed to memory–level based schemes. The interconnect
employed in the Origin 2000 System [21] is based on the
SGI SPIDER router chip [14]. To achieve high availability, the interconnect fabric isolates each module so that a
failure in one module does not aﬀect other modules. Furthermore, all high–speed router and I/O links are protected
by a full cyclic redundancy check (CRC) code and a hardware link–level protocol that detects and automatically retries faulty packets. The ﬂexible routing network supports
multiple paths between nodes, partial population of the interconnect, and hot swapping of links for servicing faulty
hardware. Their hardware scheme is similar to our approach in that corrupted or lost packets are retransmitted based on a Go–Back–N sliding window protocol. In
contrast, however, our implementation assumes a slower
processor on the NIC and a more loosely–coupled interconnect, e.g. higher system latencies and arbitrary topologies.
The micro–channel adapter interconnects nodes to switch
boards in IBM SP2 [1] and generates a CRC code for each
packet. To tolerate permanent errors, each switching element is shadowed by a duplicate switching element. Each
switch also contains at least one stage more than necessary for full connectivity, and this extra stage guarantees
that there are at least four diﬀerent paths between every
pair of nodes. The redundant paths also reduce congestion

in the network. Furthermore, the error-detection support
in hardware is coupled with error recovery capability in
the communication software, which supports end–to–end
packet acknowledgment and retransmission if an acknowledgment is not received promptly.
With respect to tolerating permanent network failures,
the most common approach has been to either use routing
schemes that statically account for redundant routes and
use an alternative route in case of permanent failures [2,
1] or to fully re–map the network when a failure occurs [6,
28, 22]. Previous research in SANs aimed at ﬁnding cost–
eﬀective, eﬃcient algorithms for determining full network
maps and deadlock–free routing paths in SANs. In some
cases it also considered the quality of the generated routes.
The authors in [6, 28, 22] provide schemes for discovering
full network maps and use the UP*/DOWN* algorithm to
determine deadlock–free routes. UP*/DOWN*, proposed
in [10, 29], is a popular algorithm for ﬁnding deadlock–free
network routes. However, the selected paths are generally
not shortest paths. The authors in [13] examine several
variations of the UP*/DOWN* algorithms by exploiting
the fact that more than a single route is possible for a given
source–destination pair. Virtual Channels [23] (VCs) can
be used to deadlock–free routing algorithms and to increase
link utilization. The authors in [24] study the sensitivity
to failures of two routing algorithms, UP*/DOWN* and
minimal adaptive routing. These two algorithms are also
examined in the context of ﬁber channel storage area networks [25]. Our work leverages the derived mapping algorithms. It takes advantage of the retransmission scheme we
design as a deadlock recovery mechanism to avoid computing full network maps and deadlock–free routes that greatly
complicate the network mapping process. Although our
scheme has the potential of improving on the quality of
routes, in this work we do not investigate this any further.

3.

EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM

Our experimental environment consists of Intel–based PCs
connected with a Myrinet network [6]. Each PC is equipped
with two Pentium II processors clocked at 450MHz and 512
MBytes of main memory. The communication layer we use
in the system is VMMC [11].

3.1 Myrinet
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the Myrinet NIC architecture. In this work we use the Myrinet M2M-PCI64A2 adapters. The PCI–based NIC is composed of a 32–bit
control processor (LANai 7) with 2 MBytes of SRAM. This
memory is used for network buﬀers as well as for ﬁrmware
code and data. The LANai 7 is clocked at 66 MHz and
executes a loadable Myrinet control program (MCP). The
MCP controls the NIC resources, e.g., DMA engines, and
implements the low–level communication protocols. Each
NIC has three DMA engines: two for transferring data between the network and the SRAM and one for transferring
data between the SRAM and the host main memory over
the PCI bus. The DMA engines can be controlled either by
the host or the LANai processor. The host can also access
the SRAM using programmed I/O. Each network link is
full duplex with 1.28 GBits/s bandwidth in each direction.

Figure 1: Message exchanges in VMMC. The arrow points
to the direction of data ﬂow, for a typical send operation.
All the switches we use are full crossbars. Myrinet uses
wormhole routing and the entire route needs to be stored
in each packet header.

3.2 Virtual Memory Mapped Communication
The communication model used by VMMC provides protected user–level communication between the sender’s and
the receiver’s virtual address spaces. Before communication
can take place, the receiving process exports areas of its address space where it is willing to accept incoming data with
a set of permissions. The sending process must import remote buﬀers before directly depositing data to remote memory. Communication is protected in that the exporter can
restrict the processes and hosts that can import a buﬀer.
Figure 1 illustrates how messages are exchanged in VMMC.
On the send side, messages are transferred to the NIC in
one of two ways: programmed I/O for small messages (≤
32 bytes) and DMA for medium and large messages (>
32 bytes). Programmed I/O involves the host CPU transferring data directly to the NIC address space as opposed
to data movement by the DMA engine. Messages larger
than 4 KBytes are segmented into chunks by the MCP. On
the receive side, the packet is ﬁrst deposited in a receiving queue on the NIC. Since the NIC also maintains the
translations between physical and virtual addresses of receive buﬀers [11], the MCP DMAs the incoming packet into
host memory directly without having to interrupt the host
processor.

3.3 Error Handling
The transient network errors that can occur are packet
corruption and packet loss. Diﬀerent types of interconnects may experience diﬀerent sources for these errors. In
Myrinet the sources of these errors are: (i) Hardware problems that can cause both packet corruption and loss. Although the hardware error rate in Myrinet is very low (10−15 ),
the possibility of hardware error is still present and cannot
be ignored, especially in cases of commercial applications.
(ii) Network timeouts that can cause both packet corruption and loss. As a deadlock detection and recovery mechanism, Myrinet provides a user conﬁgurable timer (62.5ms
to 4s) [6]. If the send path is blocked for more than this

amount of time (for any reason), the sender resets the path.
The reset empties all hardware queues along the path and
drops any stored packets or parts of packets. (iii) Communication software behavior that should only cause packet
loss, e.g., by voluntarily dropping packets. For instance, the
communication software may drop packets for ﬂow control
reasons.
The Myrinet hardware (and other SANs) provides mechanisms to detect packet corruption errors using CRC checksums. On the send side, the network DMA computes a
32–bit CRC and appends it to the end of each packet. On
the receive side, the network DMA computes the CRC of
the incoming packet. To detect any packet corruption, the
MCP needs to check the two CRCs. Intermediate switches
recompute CRCs on the ﬂy to take account for the modiﬁed
packet headers. Currently, there is no hardware mechanism
to detect packet loss.

4.

PROTOCOL DESIGN

For the purpose of our work we deﬁne network failures
as any failures that occur on the communication path between a pair of nodes after a packet has left the sending NIC
and before it is delivered to the receiving NIC. We consider
NIC failures, not as part of the interconnection network,
but rather the end–nodes themselves. In our system, end–
node failures are dealt at a higher level [7]. Network failures
are categorized as either transient or permanent. Transient
network failures are temporary, and the failing components
return to normal operation after a ﬁxed and usually small
amount of time. Permanent network failures occur when
a system component, e.g., link or switch, cannot recover
from a failure and usually needs to be replaced. Transient
network failures are tolerated with a packet retransmission
scheme. Permanent network failures require the existence
and discovery of alternate routes in the interconnect. The
main challenge is to perform these tasks without introducing high overheads in the common case, when there are
no failures, and to minimize the recovery time in case of
failures.
To distinguish between transient and permanent failures
we simply use a time interval threshold. If a failure on a
path between two nodes is remedied (by a successful packet
delivery) within this interval the failure is treated as transient. If the failure persists for longer than this threshold,
without any successful packet deliveries, the path is considered to have a permanent failure and is marked as invalid.

4.1 Tolerating Transient Failures
A challenging issue in the design and implementation of
user–level communication systems is where and how to incorporate a retransmission protocol in order to provide low–
overhead reliable communication. Retransmission can be
incorporated either in the user–level library running on the
host or in the communication library running on the network interface as ﬁrmware. Implementing the reliability
protocol on the host may impact application performance
signiﬁcantly as explained later. Our approach to reliable
communication is to implement the retransmission method
on the NIC. However, providing reliability on the NIC requires careful resource management. The NIC processor is

signiﬁcantly slower when compared to the host processor.
Furthermore, the amount of memory available on the NIC
is limited.
In our scheme, each packet is assigned a unique sequence
number. After the packet is transmitted to the destination
node, instead of freeing the packet buﬀer, it is placed in a
retransmission queue. When the receiver receives a packet,
it sends back an acknowledgment. When the sender receives the acknowledgment, it frees the packet buﬀer. The
sender employs a timeout mechanism, where it periodically
checks the retransmission queues for packets that have not
been acknowledged for an extended period of time. These
packets are then retransmitted. Any network error will result in the receiver not acknowledging one or more packets,
and the sender retransmitting a set of packets.

4.1.1 Design choices
Within this general scheme there is a wide range of design and implementation decisions that need to be made,
based on the semantics of the communication layer (VMMC
provides in order, point–to–point delivery), the overhead of
implementing each choice, and the behavior of the resulting retransmission scheme in the presence and absence of
networks errors. In our particular implementation: The
full retransmission scheme is implemented in ﬁrmware on
the NIC. Each acknowledgment carries a single sequence
number and acknowledges all packets up to (and including) that particular sequence number. Also, to reduce NIC
occupancy, there are no negative acknowledgments. On the
sender, each remote node has its own retransmission queue.
This is a critical issue for system scalability. Using retransmission queues per pair of user processes would result in
high resource requirement in the ﬁrmware. A similar solution to our work is adapted in Inﬁniband [18]. When the receiver does not receive a particular sequence number, it will
drop immediately all subsequent packets from that remote
node until it receives the expected sequence number. Thus,
there is no packet buﬀering at the receiver. Upon retransmission, the sender retransmits (in order) all packets in
the retransmission queue for the particular node. Acknowledgments are not critical, in the sense that they can be
dropped. Sequence numbers and retransmission information are maintained on a per–node and not per–connection
basis.
These design choices result in a number of advantages:
We push functionality towards the NIC with little additional complexity to reduce the performance and complexity impact on higher layers [20]. We take advantage of
packet buﬀering that takes place on the NIC and we do not
introduce extra packet copies in the retransmission code.
This is not the case in schemes that are implemented on
the host side, at the library level. In those cases, either
a copy of each packet/message needs to be made or the
user is not allowed to reuse the buﬀer until the acknowledgment is received. Moreover, these overheads always occur in the common path. None of these limitations exist
in our scheme. Our implementation is lightweight, requires
very little resources, and is appropriate for implementation
at the ﬁrmware or hardware level. On the send side, storing a packet after transmission, retransmitting a packet,
and freeing acknowledged packets involves simply moving

packet buﬀers between queues (the global NIC transmission queue, the individual node retransmission queue, and
the global NIC free queue). The retransmission timer can
be relatively long so that a small overhead is imposed. On
the receive side, the only additional operations needed are
either acknowledging a packet or dropping out of order
packets. Acknowledging packets involves sending a simple acknowledgment message including a sequence number.
Dropping a packet is a simple dequeue operation.

4.1.2 Optimizations
We apply a number of optimizations on this basic scheme.
First, instead of sending explicit acknowledgments, we use
piggy–backed acknowledgments in regular data packets in
cases of two–way traﬃc. Explicit acknowledgments are still
needed in cases where there is one–way traﬃc for extended
periods of time or the sender will run out of send–buﬀer
space. Second, we do not need to acknowledge every packet.
Instead, a single acknowledgment can be used to acknowledge a set of consecutive packets. Upon receiving an acknowledgment, the sender frees all related packets with
a single operation. Third, to vary the frequency of acknowledgments we employ sender–based feedback. Each
packet, from the sender to the receiver, contains a bit stating whether an acknowledgment is needed so that buﬀer
space can be freed. This approach allows the sender control over how fast its NIC buﬀers should be released based
on the amount of available system resources. When the
number of available NIC buﬀers is small, the sender would
request for an explicit acknowledgment so that the buﬀers
can be freed in a timely fashion. When the number of available NIC buﬀers is adequate, the sender could aﬀord to wait
for return traﬃc and requests for piggy–backed acknowledgments. When the number of available NIC buﬀers is
large, the sender reduces the frequency of acknowledgment
requests. These optimizations create a trade–oﬀ between
the amount of buﬀer space required at the sender and the
frequency of acknowledgments, which we examine later.

4.2 Tolerating Permanent Failures
The retransmission scheme can tolerate transient failures
but is not able to deal with permanent network failures,
such as permanent link and switch faults. To transparently
deal with these types of errors we propose and use a simple
extension to existing infrastructure. The Myrinet ﬁrmware
includes a mapping component [6] that can discover the
full topology of a system area network by performing a
breadth ﬁrst search. It forms a spanning tree and extracts
the routes between all host pairs in the network using the
UP*/DOWN* algorithm [26].
We propose extending this mapping scheme in two ways:
To compute only partial maps of the network and to dynamically compute new routes as they are needed. When a
NIC needs to communicate with another NIC or if packets
cannot be delivered over an existing route, it starts mapping the network to ﬁnd a new route to the destination
node. The NIC returns to normal operation as soon as a
route is found.
If no alternative route to a node exists, the node is labeled as unreachable and any pending packets are dropped.
If an alternative path exists, sequence numbers are reset, a

new generation of sequence numbers is started, and communication is resumed. With these extensions it is not clear
anymore when a node joins the network, i.e. if this node
is a new node or a reincarnation of a previously existing
node. The sequence number management scheme clearly
distinguishes between packet generations and drops packets in the network that belong to previous generations as
soon as a new generation is started.
This approach has a number of beneﬁts compared to
mapping techniques that compute full system maps. The
eﬀect of permanent errors is localized. When a permanent
error occurs, only the aﬀected NICs will invalidate the failing routes and discover new ones (if they exist) on demand.
Moreover, while computing each route in the network, there
is no need to stop the rest of the traﬃc in the system.
Computing a route happens concurrently with other trafﬁc in the network, localizing the delay mostly to a single
pair of nodes. Each node only needs a partial set of routes
to the nodes that it is communicating with and does not
need to maintain full routing tables. Moreover, whenever
a fault occurs, the initial recovery overhead is lower, since
only the necessary routes will be recomputed and this cost
is amortized over a longer period of time. Furthermore, no
overhead is added to the common path (when routes are already computed and no failures occur). Besides tolerating
permanent failures, this scheme allows for dynamic network
reconﬁguration. Nodes can move in the network and routes
will be recomputed dynamically as they are needed. There
is no need for a central map manager that performs the
mapping. Any node can discover routes to other nodes.
This is an important feature of the scheme, since requiring
a central map manager usually means that additional care
needs to be taken to deal with failures of the map manager.
Since deadlock–free routes are not needed, the quality of
the routes may be improved. However, we do not explore
this direction any further and improving the quality of the
computed routes by load balancing the induced traﬃc or in
other ways is beyond the scope of this work.
A key issue is that our scheme relies on retransmission
for correctness. Since we do not compute the full network
map and we do not take into account any existing routes
in the system, it is possible that deadlock situations may
arise. The ﬁnal set of routes computed is not deadlock free.
Our mapping scheme relies on the retransmission protocol to deal with deadlocks. When there is no progress in
a speciﬁc path, the sender resets the path to the receiver
and clears all hardware buﬀers. Then, our retransmission
protocol will retransmit each packet. Thus, instead of computing deadlock–free routes to avoid deadlocks, we rely on
deadlock detection and recovery.
The main disadvantage of our scheme is that since the
network is mapped independently by all nodes, work is
replicated. This may result in longer times for mapping the
full network. Although various techniques, e.g., caching,
may be used to improve this, we do not explore this direction any further in this work.

5. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
Our main goal in the rest of the paper is to identify the
most important parameters of our retransmission scheme

Parameters
# NIC Send Buﬀers
Timeout Interval
Error Rates

2
10 µs
0

Values
8
32
1 ms 100 ms
10−3
10−4

128
1s
10−5

Table 1: Range of system parameters studied in this work.
and examine the performance sensitivity as these parameters change. We would further like to use this knowledge
and tune such retransmission schemes to incur minimal
overheads in the absence of networks errors.

5.1 Retransmission Protocol
The most important parameters in our retransmission
scheme are: The NIC send queue size, the retransmission
timeout interval, and the network error rate. Table 1 shows
the ranges of the parameter values that we examine.

5.1.1 Number of send buffers
The NIC send queue size aﬀects the amount of concurrency and the cost of recovery in the system. Since the NIC
send buﬀers are not released until acknowledgments are received, this parameter determines the number of packets
that can be pipelined across the network before the sender
blocks due to a lack of send buﬀers. The amount of memory that is available for send buﬀers on the NIC can vary
signiﬁcantly, from a few KBytes to a few MBytes or so in
the most aggressive, high–end NICs. This memory needs
to be shared among the ﬁrmware code, data structures, receive, and send buﬀers. In our system we use NICs that
are relatively aggressive with 2 MBytes of memory. Thus,
we have the ability to vary the number of send buﬀers in
a wide range of values. The values that we choose are between about 8 KBytes and 512 KBytes (each buﬀer has a
ﬁxed size of about 4 KBytes).
We should mention that receive–side buﬀering is not as
important for this work. We make sure that there are
enough NIC receive buﬀers available so that multiple senders
can never overwhelm a receiver. This is based on two features of our system: First, the number of receive buﬀers
available on each NIC is about the same as the number
of nodes in the system. Thus, each sender is guaranteed
at least one receive buﬀer regardless of the packet destination. With the current technology, a cluster of SMPs with
128 processors is considered a relative large system [19]
and requires at most a few tens of receive buﬀers. Furthermore, current trends indicate that the NIC memory
increases faster than the scaling of the system. Second, the
receive path is considerably faster than the send path. In
particular, the sender side needs to perform operations such
as address translation, preparing packet headers, transferring data from host to the NIC, and managing retransmission buﬀers. On the other hand, the receiver only needs to
move data directly to host memory upon packet arrival.

interval incurs long recovery delays when a packet is lost.
We are interested in determining a timeout interval that
recovers well from errors and at the same time introduces
little overhead to the common path. Since the minimum
round–trip time in our system is about 16µs we choose a
range of values between 10µs and 1s for the retransmission
time. The 10µs–value, although practically not realistic, is
chosen as one extreme of the spectrum to force very frequent retransmissions. The 1s–value is chosen as the other
end of the spectrum.

5.1.3 Network error rate
Since we do not have access to switches (no ﬁrmware), to
simulate network errors in a controlled manner, we model
network errors by dropping packets on the send side NIC,
right before they are injected to the network. At predeﬁned packet counts, the dropping mechanism on the NIC
inserts the next packet in the retransmission queue without
actually transmitting it onto the network. Since packet is
not delivered, the receiver does not acknowledge this and
any subsequent packets from this source node. When the
retransmission timer expires on the send side, the sender
retransmits all unacknowledged packets, starting with the
dropped packet. By changing the dropping interval, we are
able to control the rate at which packets are dropped. Detection of lost packets on the receive side includes the cost
of detecting packet corruption. Thus, dropping packets to
simulate network errors (as opposed to, e.g., inserting corrupted packets) incurs the highest possible overhead on the
receive side. We perform experiments with varying error
rates and contrast our results with the case where no errors occur. To reduce the amount of time it takes to run
experiments, we start with error rates of 10−5 (i.e. drop
one packet every 105 packets) and increase the error rate
by a factor of 10 at each step, i.e. 10−4 , 10−3 . Finally, we
do not experiment with bursty errors, since high, uniform
errors rates are a more stressful test.

5.1.4 Evaluation workload
We use both micro–benchmarks and real applications. At
the micro–benchmark level we use a simple latency test, a
ping–pong bandwidth test, and a unidirectional bandwidth
test. Unlike the ping–pong bandwidth test, in the unidirectional bandwidth test data ﬂows only in one direction. The
sender does not wait for the receiver to acknowledge a message before sending the next one. This type of bandwidth
test measures how fast data can be put onto the network.
Application
FFT
RadixLocal
WaterNSquared

Problem Size
1 M points
4M keys
4096 molecules

Other Parameter
18 iterations
5 iterations
15 steps

Table 2: SPLASH application problem sizes.

5.1.2 Retransmission timer interval
The retransmission timer imposes a trade–oﬀ between the
overhead in the common case (no errors) and the recovery
time when errors occur. A small timeout interval increases
the processing overhead and may lead to false retransmissions in cases of high network contention. A large timeout

We also use a subset of the SPLASH–2 application suite
as modiﬁed in [19]: FFT, RadixLocal, and WaterNSquared.
FFT performs a six–step FFT algorithm that minimizes interprocess communication. It is a single–writer application
in that a given word of data is written only by the pro-
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Figure 3: Latency breakdown for 4–byte messages.
Figure 2: System setup for dynamic mapping.

Bidirectional and unidirectional bandwidth

Oneway latency for small messages

120
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5.2 Dynamic System Mapping
Our dynamic mapping scheme does not interfere at all
with NIC operations when there are no failures. It is only
triggered when a node cannot be reached after a number
of retransmissions. For this reason we only present basic
measurements of the number of messages and the time it
takes to map a single node in our system. The mapping
time depends on the system topology and network size that
is used. We consider our setup to be representative of many
real–life SANs used either in clusters that perform parallel
computations or in storage area networks. In all these cases
nodes are connected in a tree with redundant links to avoid
single–points of failures. We conﬁgure our system to include
four switches: two 16–port and two 8–port, full–crossbar
switches. We connect two of the system nodes at various
locations of the system, as shown in Figure 2. We present
both the time and the number of probe messages it takes
to map a single pair of nodes in our setup.

6.

RESULTS

We explore the entire parameter space as presented in
Table 1. However, due to time and space constraints we
present results for only a subset of the parameter values.

With Fault Tolerance
No Fault Tolerance
12

100

10

Bandwidth (MB/s)

80

Time (us)

cessor assigned, and it incurs high communication (bandwidth limited). RadixLocal performs an integer radix sort,
and it is a variation of the Radix program from the original SPLASH suite. Radix performs ﬁne–grain accesses to
shared data (latency sensitive). The version under study
is an improvement over the original version to reduce the
irregularity of accesses [19]. WaterNSquared evaluates the
forces and potentials in a system of water molecules. It is
an O(n2 ) algorithm with a small communication to computation ratio but uses lock synchronization heavily.
We perform the micro–benchmark tests on a pair of nodes
connected with a switch and the applications tests on a sub–
cluster of 4 nodes with 8 processors total. In all cases we
generate enough packets to allow at least ten packets to be
dropped at the lower error rate (and more in the higher
error rates). In FFT and RadixLocal we modify the programs to perform the computation for more iterations and
increase the run time. In WaterNSquared, we increase the
problem input size. Table 2 shows the exact input parameters and problem sizes for each application.

PPBandwidth with FT
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Figure 4: System latency and bandwidth with and without the retransmission protocol.
We extract the more important observations and then present
the data that support these observations.

6.1 Reliable Transmission Protocol
6.1.1 Overhead
We ﬁnd that adding reliable transmission exhibits a 20%
overhead in the absence of errors. Figure 3 compares the
one–way latency breakdown of a 4–byte message with and
without retransmission. The retransmission protocol overhead is divided almost equally between the send and the
receive sides, i.e. about 1.0µs in each case. The overhead
in the send path results primarily from the management of
retransmission queues. The overhead in the receive path
results primarily from the processing of acknowledgments.
These overheads are fairly low considering that the NIC
processor is relatively slow. Overall, the highly–optimized
initial latency for a 4–byte message is increased from about
8µs to 10µs. Figure 4 illustrates the cost of the reliability protocol in terms of micro–benchmarks. In particular,
the latency overhead is less than 2.1µs for messages up to
64–bytes, and the bandwidth overhead is less than 4%, for
all messages sizes above 4 KBytes in both the bidirectional
and unidirectional cases. The system bandwidth for large
messages is limited by the 32–bit PCI bus at around 120
MB/s.
Finally, we should note that these measurements for the
overall overhead of the retransmission protocol have been
performed for a retransmission interval of 1ms and a NIC
send queue size of 32, since these are the best values for our
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Figure 7: The eﬀect of NIC send queue size on bandwidth
with no errors. The retransmission interval is set to 1ms.
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Figure 5: The eﬀect of retransmission interval on bandwidth with no errors. The NIC send queue size is set to
32.
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Figure 6: The eﬀect of retransmission interval on bandwidth with errors injected. The NIC send queue size is set
to 32. The error rates presented are: 10−2 , 10−3 , and 10−4 .
setup as will be explained next.

6.1.2 Effect of retransmission timer interval
Figure 5 shows the eﬀect of the retransmission timer in
the absence of errors and a network queue size of 32. We
see that a retransmission interval of 100µs or less incurs a
high overhead (bandwidth drops by more than 17% across
all messages sizes), whereas an interval of 1ms or longer
introduces a much lower overhead.
Figure 6 shows the same statistics in the presence of varying errors. The curves in the ﬁgure correspond to the various retransmission intervals under selected error rates. We
observe that using a timer value of 1ms results in robust behavior as the error rate varies. Even at the high error rate
of 10−4 , system bandwidth is still within 10% of the case
were no network errors occur for messages sizes of 4 KBytes
and up. As the retransmission interval becomes shorter or
longer system bandwidth drops signiﬁcantly, by more than
18% for 100µs and 72% for 1s, for the same message sizes.

6.1.3 Effect of network send queue size
Figure 7 shows the eﬀect of the NIC send queue size in the
absence of network errors and a retransmission interval of
1ms. We see that only very small queue sizes have an eﬀect
on system performance. Any queue size above 8 results in
the close–to–maximum bandwidth. Figure 8 shows that in
the presence of errors the same trends are still valid. Any

Figure 8: The eﬀect of NIC send queue size on bandwidth
with errors injected. The retransmission interval is set to
1ms. The error rates presented are: 10−2 , 10−3 , and 10−4 .
network send queue size above 8 or so results in bandwidth
close to the best case when the error rate is 10−4 or less. For
higher error rates (i.e. 10−2 ), however, the performance for
large queue size degrades more. In particular, a large send
queue size of 128 in the unidirectional bandwidth results in
more than 30% reduction in bandwidth. This behavior is
the result of sender–based feedback that attempts to reduce
the number of acknowledgments when there is plenty of
resources (i.e. send buﬀers) and the fact that the system
does not support selective retransmission. As a sender with
a large queue size slows down the rate of freeing NIC buﬀers
by not requesting ACKs, the performance degrades faster
at higher error rates.

6.1.4 Real applications
Figure 9 shows the execution time breakdowns for selected parameters values for each of the three applications
we examine. The SVM protocol we use is GeNIMA [5],
which leverages NIC support to eliminate all synchronous
communication operations and exhibits relatively high latencies and increased network traﬃc. The results are grouped
by error rates, with each group consisting of 4 bars. Each
bar represents the application execution time for a particular parameter conﬁguration. Our results are very close
to that of the micro–benchmark results. First we notice
that WaterNSquared is rather insensitive to most of the
parameter changes. This is due to the high computation to
communication ratio that it exhibits. Second we notice that
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Figure 9: FFT (left), RadixLocal (middle) and WaterNSquared (right) execution time breakdowns, grouped by error rates.
Each group consists of 4 bars that correspond, from left to right, to the following parameters: r100µs–q2, r100µs–q32,
r1ms–q2, and r1ms–q32.
for error rates up to 10−4 , changes in system performance
are very small for FFT and RadixLocal as well. Both FFT
and Radix exhibit similar performance for each parameter
conﬁguration for 0 and 10−3 error rates. However, in each
error rate performance varies up to 19%. Finally, at high
error rates (10−3 or above), performance starts to deteriorate signiﬁcantly (by more than 20%) when compared to
the failure–free case.

6.2 Dynamic System Mapping
Table 3 shows the mapping time and the breakdown of
the diﬀerent types of probe messages exchanged in the event
of a network topology change. In particular, a node is re–
connected to a diﬀerent location of the system and the ﬁrst
packet exchange triggers the mapping process. The diﬀerent types of probe messages serve the purpose of locating
hosts, locating switches, and distinguishing new switches
from old ones, if necessary (i.e. unlike hosts, Myrinet switches
do not have identities) [22]. The number of probe messages
exchanged is linear with respect to the size of the network
due to the breadth–ﬁrst search. The number of probe messages, and thus the overall mapping time, may be further
reduced [22], but we do not pursue this direction here.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

System area networks have been the subject of extensive research, especially with respect to performance issues.
However, little work has been done in the areas of fault tolerance and system availability. Our work is a ﬁrst step towards this direction. We investigate how reliability can be
incorporated in modern SANs and how they behave under
errors. As such, this work is especially relevant for commercial SANs, which are now being deployed in applications
with reliability demands, such as storage systems [33]. We
demonstrate how reliability schemes can be incorporated in
modern NICs and we investigate the performance implications.
We use a reliability protocol implemented in the NIC
that takes advantages of sender–side buﬀering to tolerate
transient network failures. We also propose an extension to
existing network mapping schemes for dealing with permanent network failures transparently at the NIC level. Our
scheme performs on–demand mapping of system nodes and
does not require full system mapping. It relies on the retransmission mechanism to deal with deadlocks, if they occur, and it does not require a central map manager.
We study the retransmission protocol behavior with re-

# Hops
(i.e. Links)
1
2
3
4

Host

Switch

Total

28
53
83
113

0
20
41
73

28
73
124
186

Mapping
Time (ms)
3.054
25.855
48.488
83.567

Table 3: Dynamic routing performance summary. The
columns labeled Host and Switch refer to host and switch
probe messages respectively.
spect to various system parameters and determine a set of
values for these parameters that oﬀer fast recovery time
in the presence of high network errors while limiting the
overhead in the absence of network errors. Our retransmission protocol imposes a 20% overhead on system latency for
small messages in the failure–free case, increasing latency
from 8 to 10 µs. The overhead imposed on bandwidth is
less than 4% for all message sizes above 4 KBytes. The
parameter space exploration for our retransmission scheme
shows that it is very robust with respect to error rate. System performance, both with micro–benchmarks and real
applications, starts to degrade signiﬁcantly only when error rates are higher than 10−3 . Finally, the retransmission
scheme is rather insensitive to the network send queue size
and even relatively small numbers of buﬀers on the send
side result in little or no performance degradation.
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